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The present paper derives from two sources — one indirect, the other direct. The indirect source is the view of the operation and chronology of umlaut in Germanic as propounded, above all, by Professors Antonsen (1961, 1964, 1965, 1972) and van Coetsem (1968, 1970),¹ which derives further, in turn

¹ A note on the use of symbols in this article: wherever I have felt the context to demand the distinction, sounds, even reconstructed proto-sounds, have been distinguished through the traditional use of paired slanted lines, square brackets and angular brackets to indicate phonemes, supposed surface phonetic realizations, and corresponding graphs, respectively.

Throughout the article I have endeavoured to make clear my standpoint on any contentious issues in the historical phonology of Old English/Germanic which are involved in the material I am dealing with, for I hope that the article will stimulate discussion on the topic; mistakes which have been made still serve this purpose, misunderstandings do not.

Whereas I am presumptuous enough to deal with phonetic detail (one is doomed to this, I am afraid, when treating umlaut phenomena in Germanic, unless one is to merely list morphemic alternations in, say, Old English, to document the importance of umlaut to the phonology of Old English — e.g. Bennett 1969), I am in complete agreement with Pichl (1969: 76: 43) that Old English grammarians must be rewritten with at least an attempt at a clear separation of diachronic rule operations from synchronic reflections of these operations. It will be noted in this regard that I often refer to the operation of a rule in pre-Old English and the graphemes which stand in Old English as a result of the rule’s operation. This is because I firmly believe that “a grammar” of Old English, Old High German etc. is to a great extent the description of a stage of a language resulting from a previously operative set of rules, of anyone of which the following may be true:

a) the rule has been generalized and has ceased to operate (has been lexicalized)
b) the rule has been generalized and continues to operate (is synchronically recoverable)
in its general framework from the allophonic variant-loss of conditioning factor-phonemization doctrine of change in phonological systems developed in the American School of Structuralism. The direct source was the question why, whereas both Proto-Germanic diphthongs *aw and aw are apparently monophthongized to [a:] in pre-Old Frisian, it is exactly the diphthong of the pair which according to the evidence of other Germanic dialects had a more front realization of the low-vowel first element which monophthongized to [a:] in pre-Old English, while the one which likely had originally an initial vowel element that was more retracted displays a front vowel in its place in OE <aw>.

The aforementioned works of Antsonen and van Coetsem agree in reconstructing the origin of Germanic umlaut phenomena through phonetic conditioning in, at least, late Proto-Germanic, and indeed the phenomena are so widespread in accord with the general principle in the various historical dialects that, notwithstanding the lack of express evidence from Gothic. I think their view is a particularly compelling one providing a good working base derived from comparative reconstruction for phonetic detail in Proto-Germanic phonological systems.

In works on the history of Frisian it is made clear that PGmc. *ai, aw> OFris. [əi] except where originally the conditions for i-umlaut obtained, where then the result is OFris. [ei]/, the same, in graphic rendition, as the product resulting apparently from raising of *[e]/<NWGmc. *[e]/=so-called PGmc. e, Thus:

- OFris. māra<NWGmc. *mæra
- OFris. dēla<NWGmc. *dēljan
- OFris. dē <NWGmc. *daː dā
- OFris. ari <NWGmc. *ari
- OFris. hēr <NWGmc. *hawjan

The rule has not yet been generalized, is still operative and in the process of developing.

With PGmc. *aw there is to be sure the further complication that OFris. <aw> is the result even in some cases where it cannot have resulted from the operation of i-umlaut - e.g. OFris. bēn, söl; neuter a-stem nouns: sōr, seer<wNwGmc. soir> infinitives such as hela, adjectives such as bried, hēl, and doubles such as klōth, klōt - a fact which then points to more than one factor having been involved in the development of *aw into Old Frisian; namely, that the nature of the following consonantal element must have been involved in determining the development to either [ei] or [æi] where i-umlaut was not a factor, with later dialectal mixture (from Low German sources even?) or analogical influences (since the data are not amenable to an absolute formulation of appropriate environments, but are tantalizingly close). This in turn involved a conflict over whether the primary development of PGmc. *aw into Old Frisian was [æi] with [æi] only in environments amenable to description as "lowering" environments, or vice versa. (I personally favor the vice versa standpoint and will argue it in the discussion further below.) However, common to all the views is that, when the implicit question at what point in the derivation [æi]<*aw, aw] - (i) the i-umlaut factor was operative is faced and a statement on relative chronology made, it is assumed that i-umlaut was operative relatively late. E.g. Heinertz (1912: 320):

Die erste Stufe, schematisch genommen, war wahrscheinlich soweit, dass der Klang der Konsonantenverbindungen d, mit daraus elokutiven Klangen b) Das lange Vokal e hatte wohl naturgemäß eine Neigung zu ə zu werden, und ist auch beobachtet dieser Neigung gefolgt. b) Nur vor erblindeten Faktoren ist aus dem d ein e geworden. Diese Erhöhungs- oder Veränderungsfaktoren waren 1) umlautenderes ə, E...

For e.g. Kroghmann notes (1970: 205): "Vertretung von germ. ai durch ə oder e, das bei Umlaut stets erscheint ... dēl<"dēljan ...", but for aw he notes: "Vertretung von germ. aw durch d, das bei Umlaut zu ə wurde ... héra<"hawjan<"hawjanan ..."

Campbell (1939: 80):

Germ. ai is monophthongized in OE to ə and in OFris. to ə. The OE development may be due to loss of the second element with compensatory lengthening of the first, or to assimilation of the second element to the first and subsequent contraction with it into a long vowel. The final stage of this process must have been reached after the fronting of WGerm. a, or the new ə (<ai) would have been fronted also. On the other hand, the monophthongization must have been completed before the fronting of Germ. e, or the first element of the diphthong would have been fronted, and a diphthong with ə as its first element could hardly have been monophthongized to ə. In Frisian, on the other hand, the monophthongization of Germ. ai to ə may well have been over an intermediate stage æ, which was occasioned by the fronting of Germ. a to ə. It can be regarded as certain that ai did not become ə as in OE, and subsequently

* Cf. especially Heinertz (1912) and Campbell (1939: 80–90).
elements m—hence Development II: (2) s > (3) s. It is to this Development II no doubt that PGmc. *ai > OFr. e is chiefly due, PGmc. *ai > OFr. a being due to Development I (as in Old English), though there are doubtless intricacies of detail, e.g., for instance, OFr. dith, dith = OE. a, Gothic ai [Rise 1951: 64].

By proposing that the general development of PGmc. *ai was */æ/ through a-fronting common to both pre-Old English and pre-Old Frisian he achieves a common initial point of development for OFr. */æ/ and OE */æ/, yet the remark about "intricacies of detail" with reference to the double development */æ/ > */æ/ in Old Frisian will, I think, prove to be too facile, since one must at least attempt to account for the fact that the OFr. */æ/ reflex of PGmc. *ai is the one which also always occurs as the reflex where PGmc. *ai was followed by an i-unlaut factor. In addition, his wish to establish, in agreement with Luick, a common starting point of */æ/ for the diverse developments in Old English and Old Frisian through fronting of */æ/ to */æ/ makes for awkwardness in motivating the Old English monophthongization to */æ/ as should be evident from the above quoted passage and as Campbell notes (1929: 90, footnote 3).

Antonsen and van Coetsem demonstrate convincingly the diphthongic nature of the PGmc. diphthong */æu/* — its reflexes in the later dialects are exactly analyzable on the basis of development as two (short) vowel phonemes in direct sequence */æ*//*u/* (Antonsen 1972, 1967: 8; van Coetsem 1968: 520 ff.). Now if this is true, it is a powerful argument that the diphthongs */ai/* and */au/* (ae in direct ablaut relationship with eu) were also diphthongic in nature (van Coetsem 1968: 521 ff.). But the proof must come finally from putting the theory to the test — how well does it explain the facts which obtain in the later dialects, since, as Fowler (1963:323) has remarked, "In prehistory there can be no proof, only the better hypothesis".

The application of this view of the diphthongic nature of Proto-Germanic diphthongs and of an early onset of the phonetic conditioning of vowels of stem syllables known as unumlaut has indeed already been made by Professor Antonsen to the pre-history of Old English vowels (Antonsen 1967) and it will be obvious that, whereas my analysis differs in details, it derives in its essential assumptions from that work.

First, *æ: the PGmc. diphthong */æ/ had two surface phonetic realizations deriving essentially from the rule which specified the front vowel of the Proto-Germanic underlying short vowel system as either plus or minus high depending upon the unumlaut condition prevailing; thus:

[æ]: — e.g. *æcoro (OE eor)
[æ]: — e.g. *æcilhi (OE hæult)

The frequency of occurrence of OE */æ*/ < PGmc. */æ/ is thus due to the preponderance of back and low vowels as thematic vowels or in inflectional
endings of Proto-Germanic and Northwest Germanic (ā, ō, a) whereas /æː/ <PGmc. *æː/ is limited to environments /i/ (i) (j). Further, it is important to notice that the monophthongization of pre-OE *æː/ (with lowering of /æ to /e, as of *æː to /æ in ioe, ooe; cf. further below) to OE /æː/ is ultimately due to the first element having been fronted *æː >æː through operation of the umlaut factor; that is to say, the rules: 1) which umlaut /æ to /e/ 2) further raise /æ/ to /æ/ and 3) monophthongize pre-OE *æː/ to /æː/ must be crucially ordered as:

1) a >æː (i) (j)
2) œ >æː (OE) /æː/ >æː /æː/ (OE) /æː/ (OE)
3) /æː/ >æː

otherwise, e.g. NWGmc. *daeljan > *daeljan > *daeljan, OE *daeljan instead of WS délan. Antonsen’s presentation (1967: 9–10) does not make the exact chronology clear. Campbell would agree presumably, since he stresses that monophthongization precedes the (more general) fronting of a >æ in non-Kentish Old English (Campbell 1969: 32, § 132). Of course, the other order with /æː >æː before monophthongization of *æː/ is exactly the order which explains *æː/ >æː /æː/ >æː in Kentish OE as in Old Frisian.

Thus, the set of rules relating to the development of PGmc. *æː/ and /æː/ into Old English dialects and their crucial ordering is as follows (first, the basic rules are involved, then their ordering in the various dialects):

1) i-umlaut *

\[ [+\text{bck}] \rightarrow [\text{bck}] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} V \\ - \end{array} \right] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} -\text{bck} \\ -\text{high} \end{array} \right] \]

CONDITION: X contains no segment which is [+vocalic]

2) lowering of second element of diphthong

\[ [+\text{high}] \rightarrow [\text{high}] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} V \\ - \end{array} \right] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} - \end{array} \right] \]

(a = no syllable juncture)

I believe that an i-umlaut rule was still operative until into the Old English period itself, just as into the early stages of other attested dialects with phonetic (and later, partially, morphological) conditioning (cf. Robert King (1969: 92 ff.); Karl Herm Wagner (1969: 227 ff.); and Roger Leech (1969: 81, footnote 3; 88, footnote 7 and passim) on the recoverability of back vowels from morphonemic alternations in Old English and from cases of phonological conditioning such as den [<<'tenaz] versus see [<<'tæz] like coren [<<'toræn]). Surely it was operative longer than the theoretical framework of taxonomic phonology would permit, but however that may be, it must be recognized that the period in which the rules enumerated below operated initially was the pre-Old English period, and no one can deny that i-umlaut operated in the pre-Old English period (cf. my remarks on synchrony and diachrony in footnote 1).

3) monophthongization

\begin{align*}
\text{SD} & \quad V & V & 1 \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} V \\ -\text{high} \end{array} \right] \\
1 & & & 2 \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} V \\ -\text{low} \end{array} \right]
\end{align*}

\text{SC} \quad 1 & 1 \rightarrow 1+\text{length}

(i.e. [æː]>[æː]/[æː]>[æː])

4) further raising

\[ [+\text{low}] \rightarrow [\text{low}] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} V \\ - \end{array} \right] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} -\text{bck} \\ -\text{high} \end{array} \right] \]

(i.e. [æː]>[æː]/[æː]>[æː])

5) “Anglo-Frisian” fronting

\[ [+\text{bck}] \rightarrow [\text{bck}] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} V \\ - \end{array} \right] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} +\text{low} \\ -\text{rd} \end{array} \right] \]

Rule ordering:

Dialect type I (West Saxon OE) —

1) αi/ae
2) æe/æs
3) a/ą
4) æ>ε
5) a/w

Dialect type II (Kentish OE, Frisian) —

1) αi/ae
2) æe/æs
3) a/ą
4) æe/æs
5) a/ą

Dialect type III (Anglian OE) —

1) αi/ae
2) æe/æs
3) a/ą
4) æ>ε
5) a/w

In addition, one needs to note the following: 1) Rule no. 5 must be appropriately constrained to account for the cases of retention of /æ/ as described in the handbooks as retraction of /æ to /æ in open syllable when followed by back vowel, etc. In West Saxon, and to some extent in Anglian and Kentish, the fronting product /æ/ is followed by backing, in West Saxon to a position
of approximately [a] — i.e., so-called “breaking” of a > aw, 7) Anglian OE dialects share with Kentish OE and Frisian an early rule raising *ae > [i]; otherwise they share the rule ordering for fronting and raising of non-back low vowels with West Saxon. Thus it is exactly the chronology of the “further raising” rule (aw > i; ...) (ii) relative to the monophthongalization rule which defines the difference between WS, Angl. S, and Kent. e > PGmc. *ai. The Kentish, Anglian shared innovation of *ai > i is certainly the earlier of the two (De Camp 1969: 362; Campbell 1959: 52, § 131). The theory that *ae > PGMc. *ai before i, j derives from a development *ae > [i] > [ai] is consonant with the fact that this *ae is kept phonemically distinct from *ei < PGmc. E (e) in Frisian dialects (Campbell 1969: 169-171), so that *ai > [i] is a secondary development. (cf. in this regard Kt OE <e> alongside <e> <PGmc. *ai > [a] under iumlaut conditions, which is normally explained as due to the confusion of <e> <aw> among the lax short vowels (Brunner 1966: 55); the variation in the long vowel system then even spills over into the designation for the reflex of PGmc. *ai (i) upon the further development *ei > [e] (Brunner 1955: 44, § 62, Anm. 2). 4) It is further interesting that the previously mentioned double reflex of PGmc. *ai in Old Frisian is paralleled in Anglian OE — Vesp. Pa. kero, kero, edelke, eddelke etc. (Brunner 1965: 75, § 97, Anm. 1). The parallelism seems confirmed by the fact that the cases in Old Frisian are reflexes of PGmc. *ai before other than i for j, whereas the Anglian forms reflect cases of *aii exactly under iumlaut conditions. The parallelism disappears in: a) the fact that both are cases of raised versus non-raised stem vowels, b) both are reflexes of a Proto-Germanic diphthong *ai, and c) both represent so-spoken transcriptions of consonantal influence on an original pattern of V-V influence (direction of influence indicated by the arrow) in the sense of van Coetsem’s previously cited article on umlaut and consonantal influence in Germanic. The whole presentation I have given above bespeaks my belief with Heinitz (1912) and against Campbell (1929) that the cases in Old Frisian of <e> versus <aw> as reflexes of PGmc. *aii before other than i or j reflect a raising environment in terms of the consonantal factor following the stem vowel; I think the evidence clearly reflects this tendency. In other words, in terms of my analysis, the realization of *aii as *ai was reversed by the onset of the consonantal influence (according to Heinitz): dentals, t, l, n, r, s, and in final position under primary word stress, thus resulting in coalescence with *ai, (It must be noted, however, that there are enough exceptions to Heinitz’ formulation of the “raising” environments, which he duly attempts to account for, to point to the fact that this was a rule which was not fully generalized before it was lost from the grammar with subsequent lexicalization). In the case of the <e> <aw> variation as a reflex of PGmc. *aii under iumlaut conditions in Anglian OE texts, one can imagine that there were cases of *[ei] which did not monophthongize in the environment before [— grave] consonants and thus became *[ai] upon the further raising of [umlaut] *[ai] in Anglian dialects of pre-Old English, with *[ai] thus yielding *[ei]. 5) Finally, it is to be noted that there is an argument against my supposition of a change of PGmc. *aii to pre-Old *aii through monophthongization from *[ei]: namely, that whereas palatalization of velar consonants in Old English and Frisian occurs before *[ei] < *[ei] through iumlaut or “Anglo-Frisian” fronting, it supposedly does not occur before *[ei] < *[ei]. *aii, just as it does not either before *[ei]; *[ai]; and *[ei], (doubtless another reason for assuming traditionally that PGmc. *aii > pre-Old *aii with iumlaut to *[ai] in appropriate environments). Interestingly enough, neither Campbell nor Brunner in their Old English grammar cite examples for non-palatalized velar before *[ei]; *[ai], and Lick cites only c we and gels, gielen, both of which are not at all so certain in their etymology. Other cases such as gäret, gelas, gélgis, adjäwe, adjäven are derived forms and still paired in Old English with forms with a: gara, gal, gápp, gur, gait, a situation which notoriety leads to levelling in favour of the velar obturant. Admittedly, it is less than satisfactory to say in effect that the evidence available does not disprove your thesis, but at least it means that my analysis must be accepted or rejected with reference to other factors than OE/Fris. palatalization of velars.

It remains yet to expand the rules relating to the development of PGmc. *aii to include *au/ — if they are correct, they should, and must, adequately account for this development as well.

The Old Frisian reflexes [ia] and [e] are easily accounted for by way of *[au] > *[aw] > *[aw], OFris. [ia] and *[au] > *[ey] > *[ey] > *[ey] > OFRis. [ia] under iumlaut conditions, thus coalescing with *[ei] < LGmc. *[ei]. This time it is the Old English reflexes which are more complicated. NWGmc. *[ai] > *[au] coalesce in ao due to the pre-Old rule lowering [— high] second element of diphthongs to [— high]. The fronting of *[ia] > *[ei] results in *[ei], with unrounding of the second element [ei] (Lick § 119), with subsequent velar umlaut (backing of *[ai] > *[ai] <pre-Old).

It is usually supposed that so-called velar umlaut of *(ai) <pre-Old.

---

7) This in essential agreement with the monophthongal interpretation of Old English “short digraphs” deriving from Stockwell and Barratt (1951).

---

1) Cf. list of Hovema，则goes to Heinitz (1912: 317).

2) Cf. toning and diphthongization of (e) before a and d in Frisian (Sjölin 1969: 24) and preservation in Middle Dutch of (e) (PGmc. *ai under iumlaut conditions) before d, l, n (heikijn, dellin, phemeine, cleine, steelijn); Adolph van Loo (1970: 259).
4) /ae/ /ao

5) /e/ /o/

(With corresponding of the second element, *[^ae]>[^e] and *[^e]>[^ae]; with "velar umlaut":[^ae], *[<^ea>]. Note that rule order 4, 3 — Kent, OE, Fris. — gives the same result.)

Dialect type I (WS):

1) iy /ae/ /ao
2) /e/ /o/
3) /ae/ /ao
4) /e/ /o/
5) /e/ /o/

At this point, the unrounding rule should have applied, yielding */[^e]/ ~ */[^e]/. Since it didn’t, there is obviously some development which has intervened, and I believe that it was a restructuring based on the underlying forms reconstructed for the diphthongs in the phonological system of the dialect of West Saxon at this stage.

First we need to consider the underlying forms which would be reconstructed in terms of the phonological system of the vowels at each stage of derivation for the diphthongs: 12

*[^e]/ /[^ai]/ /[^au]/

1) iy /ae/ /e/ /e/
   Underlying forms are unchanged; umlaut rule specifies surface phonetic realizations.

2) t[^e]/ /[^e]/ /[^e]/
   The underlying forms which are entered into the phonological component of subsequent grammars are: */[^e]/*[^e]/*[^e]/ ~ */[^e]/*[^e]/*[^e]/ — i.e., the second element of the diphthongs, following the lowering rule, is lexicalized. Surface occurrences of e, ae, and ao are defined by the base operative umlaut rule.

3) t[^e]/ /[^e]/ /[^e]/
   The diphthong /[^e]/ is lost.

4) and 5)
   /[^e]/ /[^e]/

There would still be no further change in underlying forms, with /[^e]/ simply a function of the umlaut rule expanded to include the "further raising" of *[^e]>[^e], except that exactly in West Saxon there were more numerous cases of

---

12 For the sake of simplicity I will give the forms of the diphthongs as they enter the P-rule component (namely, after segment structure rules have specified lexically redundant features for the segments in question). To break them down into true underlying representations with attendant segment structure rules would in no way affect the present argument and would only lengthen the presentation.
se under i-umlaut conditions which, for whatever reason, were not further raised (Brunner 1965: §96.3), meaning that occurrences of [e] under i-umlaut conditions were lexicalized. If there were still cases of morphemic variations such as (later attested) dog, left, led, which demanded retention of an e>i raising operation yet in the formulation of the i-umlaut rule, this new [e] of [e] could have been subsequently resubmitted to the operation of i-umlaut. Then the question is of course why was this case of [e] under i-umlaut conditions resubmitted as [i] to the raising operation, whereas other cases of [e] under i-umlaut conditions were simply lexicalized. Consider the form of the diphthongs in which they were submitted to the P-rule component of a grammar of West Saxon Old English at stages 4,5: [eO], [eO a]. In the first case raising through i-umlaut operated on both elements of the diphthong. When [e] (~ [a]) was then submitted for operation of i-umlaut, it may have been extended to the first element also as in the [e] diphthong. This, I think, accounts for the representation of *[e] under i-umlaut conditions as WS [e].

The next, and last question, which remains to be answered is why WS [e] stands in environments where non-WS dialects have [o]i. It is to be supposed that non-WS [o] indicated a retracted variety of [i], and it is to be noted that WS [e] (where not PGMC. *[e]) stands in the same sort of environments in West Saxon as in non-West Saxon dialects — namely, as the representation of NGWMC. *[e] or [o] which had stood inpreh-Old English in both retracting and i-umlaut conditions, thus standing in morpheme alternations with [e] (retracted [a]) and [e] (retracted [e]), respectively. In the case of the [e] for PGMC. *[e] under i-umlaut conditions one can refer to the (original or still valid) diphthongal quality to explain the orthography, but in the previous cases, if [e] stands for [i] developed through the operation of i-umlaut before later pre-Old English retraction of [e] and [e] in the same environments, why the designation [e] and not []. And if [e] did stand for a retracted variety of [i], why the distinctive e, whereas e and o were paired with -a and -a respectively to give [e] and [e]? The answer, I think, lies in the direction of Prof. Antonsen’s (1967: 6–7) remarks on the common origin of spelling innovations. The OE “long diphthongs”, whether or not they had already been monophthongized, obviously offered the graphic combinations [e], [ca], [a], [i]; therefore we must seek the value of the [e] digraph in its previously suggested origin, the PGMC. diphthong *[e] under i-umlaut conditions. At the [e] stage in the development of this diphthong with the underlying [e] representation, the retraction rule was added to the grammar resulting in [e]. Since [I] would not be derived from [e] through the normal operation of the i-umlaut rule, a grammar would have to be constructed which would operate with the restriction of special ordering of i-umlaut and retraction in that order, whereas this ordering is not demanded otherwise by surface phonetic forms of Old English. An initial reordering of the two rules relative to each other — i.e., retraction, then i-umlaut — results in [e] > [e] > [e], which reduces complexity in the phonological component of the grammar to the extent that the two rules need not be constrained to a definite order, i.e., either [I] was retracted before underlying [a], or else [I] was raised through i-umlaut to [e] and that the central (or back) spread vowels [e], [e] are balanced by inclusion of the member [e].

It will have escaped notice that I have failed to account for [e] as the reflex of pre-Old English *[a] which is first subjected to i-umlaut (with “further raising”) and then to retraction (“breaking”). If this reflex followed the pattern resulting in e.g. [a] = *old, earv, e.g. eorð, see (e.g. *old, eorð, etc.) in West Saxon (e.g., *old, eorð, etc.), and in non-West Saxon (e.g., *old, eorð, etc.), although [e] through the operation of i-umlaut is subjected to retraction through velar umlaut where the was replaced with a back vowel in the suffixal or inflectional syllable (Brunner 1965: 88, §110, Anm. 2). Yet, I feel that something valuable has been accomplished in spite of this shortcoming. In summary, I have attempted to isolate the origin of the WS digraph [e] in the *[e] diphthong from Proto-Germanic and account (on the basis of diachronic analysis) for its likely extension from a reflex of this diphthong to the indication of (expressed in synchronic terms) the i-umlaut of [e], especially in light of the WS [e] equation. I have also attempted to account for WS [e] (again, expressed in synchronous terms) as “the i-umlaut of [e]”, where PGMC. *[e]. I am at a loss to account for WS [e] where it is “the i-umlaut of (e)”, PGMC. *[e] without recourse to an ad-hoc rule formulation further raising these cases of *[e] to [I] before retraction through “breaking”. This problem may indeed be an indication of our lack of knowledge of the parameters defining the distinction of “long” versus “short” in the OE vowel system (here, namely, what is the relationship between OE [e] NWGMC. *[e], NWGMC. *[e], NWGMC. *a, and non-WS [e], NWGMC. *a and [e] < NWGMC. *e and [e] NWGMC. *e). However, I am still convinced that

11 Antonsen (1967: 12–13). "When [a] > [a] when not followed by low vowels and [a] > [a] in the Anglian dialects [a] before velar consonants and in clusters fell together with [a]. In West Saxon, however, this [a] also took part in the shift, undergoing a raising (the general tendency of the entire shift was one of raising and fronting). Although [a] was an allophone of the low phoneme [a] in North-West Germanic, from the structural point of view it was a mid neutral vowel. When the raising occurred, this high vowel became a high vowel. Thus the shift is a further raising by one degree to a high mid [I] for the i-umlaut reflex of "broken".

Professor Antonsen is correct in seeking the origin of the Old English “short digraphs” in phonetic values deriving from the (original) diphthongs. Hockett’s analysis (1969:128) of the formation of the “short digraphs” on the basis of a principle: lip position and height of the first element, retracted tongue position of the first, is valid only because he specifically excludes the WS digraph ⟨io⟩ (his analysis is based on a Mercian text, the Vespasian Psalter and Hynms), nor can one understand the replacement of ⟨u⟩ (early variant for [i] in retroflex environments) with ⟨io⟩ except in terms of the development in the original diphthong, especially if one believes ⟨iu⟩ ~ ⟨io⟩ to represent not a “breaking diphthong” but a retracted [i].

Most importantly, I have attempted to demonstrate that the view of iumlaut phenomena as an operative rule antedating specifically Anglo-Frisian sound-changes encounters no more problems than the view that they were later, and indeed solves a few at least with reference to the development of the long vowel system and Proto-Germanic diphthongs into Old English.
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